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ABSTRACT 
Wind power has become popular again in a world 

searching for cleaner and renewable energy technologies.  
Although aerodynamic theory provides the necessary tools for 
the design of more efficient wind power devices, experience is 
needed to deal with the complex formulation. Here we argue 
that “knowledge based system” – one of the byproduct of 
research in artificial intelligence- can help during the design the 
process. Since this system can accumulate large amount of 
information compiled from difference sources designs can be 
“inferred” from the logic of the facts and rules. As a 
preliminary trial in this paper empirical data accumulated 
during the earlier research of wing design is used to give an 
example of the power of a “knowledge based system”. The 
work is based on experienced gained while doing research on 
vertical wind turbines and enhanced with a new trend of 
research in the area of airfoil design. It is hoped that the system 
suggested will facilitate the design of small size new vertical 
wind projects to be used in the future in developing areas. 

NOMENCLATURE 
See Appendix A. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
The desire to continue on updating the experience gained 

doing research work in the design of small scale vertical wind 
turbines in the university where the author is affiliated 
(Inelmen, 1965; Yazgac, 1981) was the motivating force to 
experiment on “knowledge based systems” (KBS) as a tool for 
conceptual design of energy generating devices. Theoretical, 
experimental and computational research can be used to 
develop a KBS that will allow the reuse the information 
acquired over time in a new project. Available literature has 
been extensively reviewed in order to provide the background 
“knowledge based conceptual design tool” for use in future 
projects. Now that clean technologies are being placed high in 
the agenda of many countries we feel that there are possibilities 
to start new feasible projects. Information from current 

research work points at the new possibilities that there exists 
for future developments.    

Under the guidance of late Prof.Taspinar (1969) in the 
60’s a new attempt was made to implement small scale vertical 
wind turbines –named IMPALA- using two airfoils with 
concave lower chamber between two disks (see Fig.1). Using 
the results of the previous research it was possible to determine 
the values of wind velocity changing with height above ground 
based on a measurement at a certain height and taking land 
shape as a factor. The maximum power that could be generated 
depended on the fluid characteristic the area covered by the 
turbine and the wind velocity. Experiments carried on different 
rotor height and diameter as well as the changing of the 
positioning of the internal airfoil blades was the objective 
considered in the research work (Inelmen, 1965). 

 

 
Fig. 1 Impala Rotor Drawing (after Taspinar 

(1969)) 
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A second research work that started in the 80’s, gave clues 
on the fact that actual power is related to the flow concentration 
factor, gravitational acceleration constant, Reynolds number, 
tip speed under no-load, air density, height of the rotor, 
diameter of the rotor and rotation rate under load. The actual 
power generated is only 16/27 of the maximum power. It is 
possible to calculate the total energy that can be derived from a 
given design, by integrating the area below the curve 
describing the number of hours a determined power is 
available. Due to the changes in wind velocities during the day 
and the year, unfortunately there was no further interest in the 
use of wind power in our institution. (Yazgac,1985). 

 
KNOWLEDGE BASED DESIGN 

Artificial Intelligence has provided the necessary logical 
environment to compile in a KBS, facts and rules about the 
characteristics and operation of different systems (Coyne, 
1990). Once the information is compiled in the knowledge 
base, an “inference engine” is able - given for example wind 
availability and power desired- to make suggestions for 
different physical components. In the design of turbines, wind 
has a velocity changing with the height from ground level, 
density, viscosity, direction and permanence with time. 
Similarly the rotor characteristics depend on speed of rotation 
and geometrical form, which in turn affect the inertia of the 
body and the shape of the structure that will support the 
physical system.  

The draft of a KBS for design of vertical wind turbines is 
presented in the Appendix A. Several sources were reviewed 
and the facts and rules were compiled. Unification of 
nomenclature and equations was necessary in order to make the 
system a workable tool. The equations for convenience were 
given separately in Appendix B This experience helped in 
developing a roadmap –as shown in Fig.2- for developing 
future KBS to be used in new designs. In essence this road map 
has three pillars: the inputs, the procedures and the outcomes. 
The list of outcomes describes the expected design results that 
are to be obtained from the procedures (Beitz, 1988). The 
inputs are based preliminary information compiled from the 
previous research (Inelmen, 1965; Yazgac 1981). The whole 
system becomes operational when the goals and constraints are 
also stated. 

In our case – design of wind turbines- the most important 
parameter is the airfoil geometry. In Fig.3 drag, lift and 
moment are shown as the basic design keys. These keys are 
based on coefficients that have been empirical data recently 
confirmed partly by theoretical analysis (Pope, 1951). In the 
design, the aspect ratio play and important role and so is the 
Reynolds number a dimensionless variable depending on the 
profile of the body and the fluid viscosity, density as well as the 
velocity. Velocity is also a factor affecting the dynamic 
pressure. All details about the rules on the airfoil geometry and 
characteristics that complement the design rules are given in 
the appendixes. 
 

Inputs Procedures Outcomes 
 Change Space 
 Convert Shape 
 Direct Position 
 Assembly Number 

   
Goals Cost Minimise 

 Space Minimise 
 Weight Minimise 
 Handling Minimise 
 Output Optimise 
 Efficiency Maximise 
Constraints Cost Value 
 Space Value 
 Weight Value 
 Handling Value 

Facts Properties is 
 Functions used 
 Classes kind 
 Components has 
 Configuration posed 
 Description is_a 
 Variables equal 

Rules If-then else 

Fig. 2 Metalanguage for a KBS Design 
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Fig. 3 Wind Rotor Blade Design Knowledge Hierarchy 
 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 
 

In the previous section an attempt to show how KBS could 
be used in the design of small vertical wind turbines was 
presented. Attempts to complete the KBS still are in progress. 
Recent research work given in the international literature, is 
giving new insights about how to enhance the proposed KBS. 
As a first example we wish to refer to Sunada et al. (1997) who 
states that the superiority of a high aspect ratio wing to a low 
aspect ratio wing diminishes as the Reynolds number 
decreases. In the work of James et al. (1993) presenting NExT -
as a tool to be used to calculate the model parameters as 
functions of the rotation speed- suggest that substantial 
damping is derived from the aero-elastic interactions during 
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operation. According to Gad-el Hak and Bushnell (1991) the 
“flow separation control” may allow significant increases in the 
lift to drag ratio [18] 

In their paper Jameson et al. (1998) describes the 
formulation of optimization techniques based on control theory 
for aerodynamic shape design in viscous compressible flow, 
modeled by the Navier–Stokes equations. It extends previous 
work on optimization for inviscid flow. The theory is applied to 
a system defined by the partial differential equations of the 
flow, with the boundary shape acting as the control. Each 
design cycle requires the numerical solution of both the flow 
and the adjoin equations, leading to a computational cost 
roughly equal to the cost of two flow solutions. The cost is kept 
low by using multi-grid techniques, in conjunction with 
preconditioning to accelerate the convergence of the solutions. 
The power of the method is illustrated by designs of wings and 
wing–body combinations for a long-range transport aircraft.  

According to Merati et al. (1991) when flow goes around 
on appendage, vortex lines are skewed and stretched due to the 
three dimensional curvature of the streamlines. The Navier-
Stokes modeling is used by Chaviaropolos (2000) to express 
semi-empirical correction laws for the load coefficients of 
airfoils mounted on wind turbine blades. It is suggested that the 
correction laws may improve significantly the accuracy of the 
predictions. So (1978) uses the pressure drop created by an 
intense vortex generated inside a larger circular tower to drive a 
vertical axis wind turbine. According to Kottapalli et al. (1979) 
the introduction of fluctuations in the free stream velocity alters 
the skin friction drag considerably by causing significant 
fluctuations in the drag. Vortex model appears to adequately 
predict the rotor power coefficient. Analytical and experimental 
agreement with regard to the normal forces is quite good 
(Strickland, 1979). 

As the last reference we wish to quote is the very recent 
work by Lee and Kang (2000) where the transition 
characteristics of a boundary layer on a NACA0012 airfoil are 
investigated by measuring unsteady velocity using hot wire 
anemometry. To measure skin friction coefficient identifying 
the transition onset and completion, an extended wall law is 
devised to accommodate transitional flows with pressure 
gradient and non-uniform inflows. Variations of the skin 

friction are quite similar to that of the flat plate boundary layer 
in the uniform turbulent inflow of high intensity. The 
transitional region becomes longer as the airfoils approach one 
another and the Reynolds number increases. The mean velocity 
profile gradually varies from a laminar to logarithmic one 

during the transition. The authors argue that the database 
obtained will be useful in developing and evaluating turbulence 
models and computational schemes for transitional boundary 
layer 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

Wind power has been very popular for centuries in pumping 
water and grinding wheat until conventional energy resources 
started to be used. With the increase in price of fossil fuels and 

the demand for cleaner technologies, wind power has regained 
is importance in countries like USA, Canada, UK, Netherlands, 
Denmark and Sweden. Harvesting the power of wind requires 
the use of past experience in the optimization of the knowledge 
on wind, rotor, generator, structure and control systems. In this 
paper “vertical wind power” generation has been selected 
considering because of the ease in manufacture and operation. 
We consider that the data collected already during the research 
is sufficient. Necessary adjustments made on the design 
parameters will make the operation more efficient. All this 
experience is being converted into facts and rules so that they 
can be used effectively in the future. 

Icing on blades, additions and changes in the airfoil profile, 
interference between blades –gap and aspect ratio- studies can 
enhance future design. Selection of generator has to be made 
according to several variables and also depending of the 
availabilities in the market place. The design of the control 
system based on sound mechatronics concepts is the most 
critical part of process (Kaynak, 1996). Contingency for both 
high and low wind velocities must be taken into consideration 
by the overall system. We expect that future research on 
additions on the blades as well as improvements in both 
Darrieus and Savonius type wind rotor will help in 
improvement our knowledge about the design of vertical wind 
turbines for each particular application. 

Theoretical, experimental and computational research is 
needed in order to design new and more efficient systems. 
Another byproduct of Artificial Intelligence –Case Based 
Reasoning (Bilgic et al., 1996) -could indeed serve to make use 
of previous design work to study for example the importance of 
CL/CD ratio and the shape of the trailing end of airfoils. It is 
hoped that this “knowledge based design” tool will facilitate 
the development of small-scale systems that can be used in 
remote areas where conventional power distribution is yet not 
economical. We wish to make a final quote from Wilbur Wright 
“Do not ‘fudge your data – it may be right”.. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

# Description Ref 
1 Reynolds Number (N) is equal to E1 3:19 
2 Chord (c) is the distance between the leading end (97) and the trailing end (98) of the airfoil (4)  3: 24 
3 Camber is either the upper or lower curve of the airfoil (4)  3:24 
4 Airfoil is a streamlined body (5) moving in a fluid  3:24 
5 Streamlined body is_a_kind of body (6) that generates almost parallel streamlines (7) around it 3:24 
6  Body is a geometrical shape having a volume 4:47 
7 Streamline is the line that joins the origins of the fluid velocity vectors 4:27 
8 Velocity (V) is_equal to E8 4:26 
9  Displacement (S) is the distance covered by a moving object 4:26 
1
0 

Time (T) is the interval between events 4:33 

11 Span (b) is the distance between the blade (96) ends  3:25 
1
2  

Aspect ratio (AR) is equal to E12 3:26 

1
3  

Angle of attack (α) is the angle made by the chord (2) and the freestream velocity (14) 3:26 

1 Freestream velocity is the velocity (8) of the fluid unobstructed by an immersed body (6) 3:26 
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4  
1
5  

Pressure on the upper and lower camber (3) changes (4) if with angle of attack (13) changes 5:57 

# Description (cont...) Ref 
1
6 

Center of pressure (CP) is the point in the chord (2) where the lift (81) and drag (80) acts 3:28 

1
7 

Lift (81), drag (80), and center of pressure (16) if with angle of attack (13) changes 3:39 

1
8  

Coefficient of moment (CM) is positive if moment is acting clockwise 7:19 

1
9  

Airfoil characteristics changes if surface roughness (sr) changes  3:62 

2
0 

Lift (81) changes with distance from the tip of the blade (96) 6: 158 

2
1 

Angle induced attack  (αi) is_equal to E21  3:68 

2
2  

Coefficient of lift and coefficient of drag changes with aspect ratio (12) 3:77 

2
3 

Coefficient of lift is_equal to E23 8:20 

2
4 

Angle of downwash (ε ) is the difference between the incoming and outgoing freestream (14) angle 8:23 

2
5 

Moment of lift (M) is_equal to E25 8:20 

2
6 

Coefficient of moment about leading edge (CM0) is_equal to E26 3:59 

2
7 

Moment about leading edge (M0) is_equal to E27 3:59 

2
8 

Airfoil lower camber is flat, concave or convex 5:37 

2
9 

Median is the line passing from the midpoints between the upper and lower cambers (3) 5:37 

3
0  

Maximum median (m) is the maximum distance from the chord line to the median line (29) 5:37 

3
1 

Amount of upper camber (au) is the distance from the chord to the upper camber divided by chord 5:37 

3
2 

Amount of lower camber (al) is the distance from the chord to lower camber divided by chord 5:37 

3
3  

Airfoil thickness (t) is the sum of the maximum values of amount of upper and lower camber (31 & 32)  5:37 

3
4  

Airfoil thickness position (xt) is the ordinate of airfoil thickness (33) 5:37 

3
5  

Induced drag (Di) is generated due to the angle of downwash (24) 8:24 

3
6  

Angle of critical lift (αm ) is the angle of attack when the coefficient of lift (23) is maximum 5:60 

3
7 

Induced drag (Di) is_equal to E37 5:63 

3
8 

Drag (D) is the sum of the profile drag (70) and the induced drag (37) 5:63 

3
9 

Resultant force (R) is the vector sum of the lift and drag forces (80) (81) 4:85 

4 Coefficient of induced drag (CDi ) is_equal to E40 5:116 
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0 
4
1 

Coefficient of maximum lift (CLm) is_equal to E41 4:85 

4
2 

Maximum camber (z) is given by the NACA airfoils codes 4:85 

4
3 

Maximum position of chamber (p) is given by the NACA airfoils codes 4:85 

4
4 

NACA four digit airfoils codes are classified as (z) (p) (t) 4:85 

4
5  

Angle of zero lift  (α0) is the angle of attack (13) when the lift (81) is zero 3:28 

4
6 

Airfoil characteristics are related to airfoil geometry 8:50 

4
7 

Streamlined body is shaped so as wakes (94) are minimum  4:27 

4
8 

Streamlined body has skin friction drag force larger than pressure drag force (61) 4:27 

4
9 

Characteristics of immersed bodies depend on Reynolds number  (1) and geometry  4:28 

5
0 

Gap (g) between blades affects the performance of wind rotor 1:242 

5
1 

Angle of zero lift (α0)  is the angle between chord and the zero lift direction 9:139 

5
2 

Angle of  incidence is the angle between the freestream velocity and the direction  made by zero lift  9:139 

5
3 

Coefficient of lift (CL) is equal to E53  9:140 

5
4  

Coefficient of lift factor (k) depends on the aspect ratio (12) 9:140 

5
5 

Stalling point is_ reached when the coefficient of lift is maximum (41) 9:141 

5
6  

Coefficient of drag (CD) is_equal to E56 9:142 

5
7 

Gliding angle (e) is the angle between the resultant force (R) and the lift (L) and is equal to D/L  9:143 

5
8 

Coefficient of lift (CL) is_equal to E 58 9:149 

5
9 

Coefficient of lift factor (k) decreases if airfoil thickness increases  9:162 

6
1 

Body moving in a fluid is-subject to normal and tangential pressures 7:16 

6
2 

Freestream velocity is the relative velocity between the fluid velocity and body velocity 7:16 

6
3 

Pressures on an airfoil causes forces which are normal and axial to the chord line (67) 7:17 

6
4 

Coefficient of drag  is_equal to E64 7:17 

6
5 

Dynamic pressure is_equal to E65 10:37
8 

# Description (cont..) Ref 
6
6 

Coefficient of pressure is_equal to E 66 7:20 

6 Normal and axial forces are located at the center of pressure  7:29 
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7 
6
8 

Freestream flow around an immersed body continues until the point of flow separation  7:49 

6
9 

Wakes are formed after the separation point 7:49 

7
0 

Profile drag force is the sum of the pressure and the skin friction drag force E70 7:57 

7
1 

Drag coefficient decreases if  Reynolds number (1) increases 9:298 

7
2 

Cusp is the form of the end corner of the airfoil 4:94 

7
3 

Camber loci are calculated from empirical equations  (E73) 12:117 

7
4 

Coefficient maximum lift (41) is related to the airfoil thickness (33) 12:26
1 

7
5 

Coefficient of lift increases if Reynold number  (1) increases 12:26
2 

7
6 

Stagnation point is the point in the leading edge where the freestream velocity is zero  4:27 

7
7 

Coefficient of lift is proportional to the angle of incidence (54) for all airfoil geometries 12:14
0 

7
8 

Coefficient of lift ( CL) is_equal to (E78) 12:38 

7
9 

Coefficient of moment is linearly related to coefficient of lift (74) 6: 149 

8
0 

Drag (D) is the force in front of the body immersed in a fluid (E80) 4:152 

8
1 

Lift (L) is the upward force acting on an airfoil (E81) 4:129 

8
2 

Airfoil characteristics are lift (81), drag (80) and center of pressure (16) 8:20 

8
3 

Airfoil characteristics (82) are improved if additions are introduced 4:95 

8
4 

Density  (ρ) is the characteristic of matter 4:29 

8
5 

Viscosity (µ )  is the characteristic of fluid 4:29 

8
6 

Airfoil characteristics change with the Reynolds number (1) 4:145 

8
7 

Airfoil characteristics change with angle of attack (13) 4:58 

8
8 

Airfoils act under the combined effect drag (80) and lift (81) forces 4:56 

8
9 

Circular flow velocity is inversely proportional to the distance from the center  11:57 

9
0 

Airfoils dynamics is_based on the combination of parallel and circular flow (89)  4:51 

9
1 

Aerodynamic center (n) is _equal to (E91) 8:21 

9
2 

Wind power depends on the cube of the wind velocity  1:166 

9
3 

Wind velocity changes with height from ground  2:4 
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9
4 

Wake is turbulent flow (99) formed at the trailing end of a body 4:27 

9
5 

Drag increases with wakes (94)  4:27 

9
6 

Blade is_part of the wind rotor   1:211 

9
7 

Leading end is the front part of a body (6) 4:27 

9
8 

Trailing end is the end part of a body (6) 4:27 

9
9 

Turbulent flow results in fluid motion whose streamlines (7) do not follow a smooth pattern 4:27 

References: 1: Inelmen, 1965; 2: Yazgac, 1981; 3: Jones, 1942; 4: McCormick, 1979; 5: Carter, 1932; 6: Tietjens, 1934; 
7: Anderson, 1991; 8: Wood, 1935; 9: von Mises, 1945; 10: Pao, 1961; 11: Reid, 1932; 12: Millikan, 1941 

 
 

 APPENDIX B 
  

E Name  Formula # 
1 Reynolds Number N (ρ V c) / µ 84,8,2,85 
8 Velocity V S / T 9,10 
12 Aspect ratio AR b / c 11,2 
18 Coefficient of moment CM CM0 – ¼ CL 26,58 
21 Angle of incidence  αi 18.24 CL / AR 12, 23 
23 Coefficient of lift CL (d CL / dα) (α - α0) (t), 13,45 
25 Moment M - CL q b c (CP c– n c ) 11,2,66,53,65,91 
25 Moment M CM q b c2 18,65,11,2 
26 Coefficient about leading edge CM0  CP CL 66,53 
E Name (cont...)  Formula # 
27  Moment about leading edge M0 CM0 q b c2 26,65,11,2 
39 Induced drag Di CL  αI 58,21 
41 Coefficient of lift maximum CL

M 
1.67 + 7.8 p z – 2.6(0.123 + 0.02p - 0.5z - t)2/t3/2 43,42,33 

53 Coefficient of lift CL k (α - α0) 54,13,45 
56 Coefficient of drag CD 0.006 + (k2 / b) (α - α0) 54,11,13,45 
58 Coefficient of lift factor CL AR, α  (graph) 
64 Coefficient of drag CD CD0+ (d CD / d CL )  CL 2  (t), 23 
65 Dynamic pressure q ½ ρ V2 84,8 
66 Coefficient of pressure CP n –  (CM0 / CL)  91, (t) 
73 Airfoil loci δ +/-t [ 1.4 (x/c)1/2-0.6(x/c)- 1.7(x/c)2-+1.4(x/c)3- 0.5(x/c) 4] 2,33 
78 Coefficient of lift CL 2 π α0 45 
80 Drag D CD  q b c 56,65,11,2 
81 Lift L CL q b c 53,65,11,2 
91 Aerodynamic center  n ~ 0.25 (graph) 

 Note: (t) : table   
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